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ABSTRACT 

Two numerical techniques, the finite difference in time domain (FDTD) and the finite 
element method (FEM) in frequency domain, are employed to characterize microstrip 
hermetic transition geometries in an effort to investigate high-frequency effects. Measure- 
ments performed on these transitions compare favorably with theory. Two different types of 
transitions have been analyzed from 10 to 25 GHz and have been found to be limited in 
performance by higher return loss as frequency increases. It is shown that microstrip- 
through-CPW hermetic transitions in the shielded environment may suffer from parasitic 
waveguide modes which, however, can be eliminated with the use of vias at  appropriate 
locations. The hermetic wall on top of the CPW section shows a relatively small (I 2 dB) 
effect on the original circuit performance. Similarly, the hermetic bead transition shows 
good performance at  a lower frequency region while it degrades as frequency increases. This 
indicates the need for very careful characterization of transitions intended for use in 
microwave and millimeter-wave applications. 0 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

Hermetic packages are frequently utilized in mi- 
crowave integrated circuits to provide protection 
from a hostile environment in addition to reduced 
electromagnetic interference and radiation leak- 
age. Although hermetic packages are designed to 
isolate one or more parts of the circuitry and 
protect them from parasitic electromagnetic noise 
generated by other analog or digital components, 
they should not affect the functionality of the 
packaged circuit. Despite these widely acknowl- 
edged and desired attributes of packages, the 
state of the art in packaging is hindered by design 
inefficiencies and shortcomings. As mentioned in 
many studies [l-151, the electrical performance of 
hermetic packages is not considered during the 
first circuit design stage and, in many cases, it 

turns out that the presence of the package drasti- 
cally disturbs circuit characteristics. Recently, 
more rigorous analysis of the effect of hermetic 
walls and packages has been reported [16-271 and 
reveals a complex and vague design problem which 
is largely intensified by uncontrollable package 
interference effects on circuit performance [91. 

Inevitably, the circuit in a package needs to be 
connected to the outer world by means of effec- 
tive transitions and the performance of those 
transition structures needs to be carefully studied 
to obtain desirable overall circuit response. In 
most applications, a hermetic wall, which allows 
access to the interior of a package, is made of a 
perfect electric conductor (PEC) placed on top of 
a low dielectric constant material (ceramic). The 
package is placed on top of the circuit in such a 
way that the input and output lines are sand- 
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wiched between the ceramic and the substrate in 
a stripline type of configuration. The transition of 
the feeding line from an outside microstrip to an 
inside stripline through a hermetic wall locally 
alters the characteristics of the line, thus leading 
to reflections and many times localized resonance 
effects. There have been several studies on the 
effect of hermetic packages on circuit perfor- 
mance based on the use of an appropriate equiva- 
lent circuit which replaces the package walls. The 
element values of this equivalent circuit are com- 
puted through a combination of measured data 
and ideal transmission line theory. 

A hermetic package with a coplanar waveguide 
type transition was used in ref. 4 to achieve input 
and output port insertion loss of less than 0.25 
dB. In ref. 5, a microwave surface mount package 
was modeled as a combination of coplanar wave- 
guide and microstrip line sections with via holes 
to simulate the walls and equalize ground poten- 
tial. In this situation, the circuit components and 
transmission lines were replaced by electric 
equivalent circuits whose element values were 
extracted from measurements. For relatively 
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high-frequency applications (up to 20 GHz) with 
low transmission line loss and high port-to-port 
isolation, a surface-mounted MIC package with 
plated through-holes to a microstrip transition 
structure has been reported [61. Finally, in ref. 7, 
a 70-mil microstrip package for a high-frequency, 
high-power circuit application was modeled by an 
equivalent RLC circuit and the values of those 
equivalent circuit elements were determined by 
measurements augmented with computer calcula- 
tions. 

In this article, the effects of hermetic walls on 
the characteristics of two different types of transi- 
tions are studied. The first type is an intrachip 
transition, whereas the second type is an interchip 
transition in which the packaged circuits and con- 
necting lines are printed on different substrates. 
As a result the transition geometries of the sec- 
ond type include finite gaps between the chips 
that may cause increased interference or even 
resonances and may substantially affect perfor- 
mance. The main characteristic of the first type 
transition is the use of a CPW configuration at 
the transition region. This choice is based on the 
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Figure 1. Geometry of the microstrip-through-CPW transition without hermetic wall. 
W, = 0.48 mm, W, = 0.14 mm, W, = 0.2 mm, W, = 2.0 mm, W, = 3.0 mm, H = 0.635 mm, 
E, = 12.5, Case 1: D = 2.26 mm. Case 2: D = 1.76 mm. 
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observation that the characteristic impedance of 
the microstrip line is determined mostly by the 
substrate thickness and conductor width, whereas 
that of the CPW is mainly affected by the ratio of 
the center conductor width to gap width. This 
implies that a microstrip transition is more sensi- 
tive to the surrounding environment than a tran- 
sition of CPW type. 

In the following, a 50-fl-to-50-fl microstrip-to- 
CPW transition is studied and the effect of the 
hermetic wall which is laid on top of the CPW 
section is investigated. As another type of her- 
metic transition, a hermetic bead transition struc- 
ture is also analyzed. Even though the equivalent 
circuit approaches based on measurement data 
can provide an understanding of the effect of the 
hermetic packages on the original circuit, rigor- 
ous theoretical investigation is required for the 
thorough understanding of the electrical perfor- 
mance of these transitions. In this work, the finite 
element method (FEM) with edge-based vector 
basis function is used to characterize various types 
of hermetic transitions and the finite difference 
time domain (FDTD) method as a validation tool. 
The use of both techniques indicates that there is 
very good comparison with the exception of mod- 
erate differences at frequencies close to reso- 
nances. 

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 

To determine the electromagnetic field distribu- 
tion in a given space with the finite element 
method, one needs to solve Maxwell's equations 
under certain boundary conditions for a unique 
solution. In a simple source-free media, time har- 
monic electromagnetic fields satisfy the vector 
wave equation: 

where k, (=  o f i )  is the wavenumber in the 
vacuum, and p r  and cr are relative permeability 
and permittivity of the medium, respectively. 

As a first step toward finding the finite element 
solution, a given solution space, V,  is subdivided 
into a number of small subdomains, V e ,  and a 
weighting function, Q j ,  is defined in V e  so that: 

( Q j ,  V X V X E - k i  /L,.E,E) = 0 ( 2 )  

where the inner product (A,B) is defined as: 

(A,B) = /// A - B d u  
V' 
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Figure 2. Computed and measured S-parameters for the transition shown in Figure 1 in an 
open environment. In this case, duroid substrate, which has a relate dielectric constant er of 
10.8, is used. The CPW ground planes and the PEC underneath the substrate are connected 
in the measurements. 
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With the aid of known vector identities and the 
divergence theorem, eq. (2) can be written as: 

In view of the continuity of the magnetic field 
across any material interface bearing no surface 
current, it is recognized that the contribution 
from the last term of eq. (3) for interior V" is 
zero except for the cases in which there are 

the contribution from weighting function is zero 

( (V  X E),(V X Qj>> - k i p , ~ , ( E , Q , )  

(" H) . Q~ ds = 0 (3 )  sources. Moreover, on the outermost boundary, 
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(b) 
Comparison of FEM and FDTD data for (a) case 1 ( D  = 2.26 mm), and (b) case 

2 (0 = 1.76 mm). 
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Figure 4. 
geometric factors remain the same. 

S-parameters for two different sizes of CPW ground plane (W, in Fig. 1). 

on PEC surfaces and n X H is zero on PMC 
surfaces. This term, however, can be used as an 
ideal current source for a radiation problem. 

Now, the electric field E in subdomain V e  can 
be approximated as a linear combination of known 
basis functions P,: 

m 

E =  ca,P, (4) 
1 = 1  

where a, values are the unknown coefficients to 
be determined through the solution process. By 
substituting eq. (4) into eq. (3), and summing up 
the effects of all the subdomain elements, one 
ends up with the following matrix equation: 

[AlT[al  = [Fl ( 5 )  

where: 

A,,  = ((V X P,),(V X Q,)) - ~ ~ P , E , ( P , , Q , )  

F = - j  upo p#n X H) Q, ds 

and 1 I i, j I N ,  and N is the total number of 
unknowns. In this article, edge-based vector basis 
function, W,", with tetrahedral subdomain ele- 
ments [28] are chosen as both basis and weighting 
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Figure 5. Geometry of the microstrip-through-CPW 
transition without hermetic wall: vertical wire ground- 
ing. W, = 0.466 mm, W, = 2.034 mm, D, = 0.40 mm, 
D, = 0.40 mm. Other geometric factors are the same 
as those in the previous example. 
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S-parameters of the vertical wire grounding case. Figure 6. 

functions (pi = W:, Q, = W:). Note that W: does 
enforce the tangential continuity of the E on a 
triangular surface and allows discontinuity of the 
normal component across the surface. The basis 
functions satisfy “the divergence-free condition” 
since the E field obtained from a linear combina- 
tion of the basis functions exactly satisfies V . E = 

0. The divergence-free condition and the model- 
ing capability of the basis functions for the null 
space of the curl operator contribute to the fact 
that the solutions are not contaminated with spu- 
rious modes [30,311, which is a serious drawback 
of the node-based FEM. 

The final matrix equation is of very large order 
but the corresponding square matrix is sparse, 
thus allowing for the use of appropriate iterative 
techniques. Usually, the number of nonzero ele- 
ments in a given row or column ranges from 14 to 
19 for a structured mesh. In this work, the bicon- 
jugate gradient method with diagonal precondi- 
tioning has been implemented to speed up calcu- 
lations and improve accuracy [32].  

FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME 
DOMAIN METHOD 

To characterize any planar discontinuity, propa- 
gation of a specific time-dependent function 
through the structure is simulated using the 
FDTD technique. The time dependence of the 
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Figure 7. Geometry of the microstrip-through-CPW 
transition without hermetic wall: Rectangular via hole 
grounding with finite size CPW ground plane. The size 
of the via hole is 0.452 X 0.6 mm. W, = 0.226 mm, 
W, = 0.452 mm, W, = 0.452 mm, W, = 1.13 mm. Other 
geometrical factors are identical to those in the first 
example. 
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Frequency [GHz] 
S-parameters for the rectangular via hole grounding case. Figure 8. 
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Figure 9. Geometry of the microstrip-through-CPW transition without hermetic wall: 
extended rectangular via hole grounding. The top view shows one quarter of the whole 
geometry. W, = 0.1 mm, W, = 0.14 mm, W, = 0.226 mm, W, = 0.2 mm, W, = 0.6 mm, 
W, = 0.2 mm, W, = 1.5 mm, W, = 0.5 mm, W, = 2.034 mm. 
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excitation can be chosen arbitrarily; however, a 
Gaussian pulse is often used because it varies 
smoothly in time and its Fourier transform is also 
a Gaussian function centered at zero frequency. 
Following the time and space discretizations of 
the electric and magnetic field components, the 
FDTD equivalents of Maxwell's equations are 
then used to update the spatial distributions of 
these components at alternating half-time steps 
[33]. The space steps, A x ,  Ay, and Az, are care- 
fully chosen such that integral numbers of them 
can approximate the various dimensions of the 
structure. As a rule of thumb, and in order to 
reduce truncation and grid dispersion errors, the 
maximum step size is chosen to be less than 1/20 
of the smallest wavelength existing in the compu- 
tational domain. Then, the Courant stability crite- 
rion is used to select a time step that insures 
numerical stability. 

In this study, the electric field component par- 
allel to the metal strip is excited and a ground 
plane is placed behind the source. After the pulse 
has been launched, the ground plane at the front 
wall is switched into an absorbing boundary. Al- 
ternatively, the vertical electric field component 
at the front plane under the metal strip may be 
excited and the magnetic wall source condition 
[3S] is used to compute the fields elsewhere in 
this plane. It has been found that both excitation 
mechanisms give the same final results. 
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In this article, the super-absorbing first-order 
Mur boundary condition is utilized to terminate 
the FDTD lattice at the front and back walls to 
simulate infinite lines. Except for one open geom- 
etry, all structures analyzed in this study are as- 
sumed to be shielded by a perfectly conducting 
rectangular waveguide. For this specific open 
structure, the first-order Mur boundary condition 
is used on the top and side walls to simulate an 
open environment. 

In general, the frequency-dependent S-param- 
eters, S,,, can be obtained as follows [3S]: 

where and 7 are the voltages at ports i and j ,  
respectively, and ZOj and ZOi are the characteris- 
tic impedances of the lines connected to these 
ports. The voltages are obtained by taking the 
Fourier transform of a time record of the voltage 
underneath the center of the strip, which is ob- 
tained by numerically integrating the vertical 
electric field. To obtain S, , (W) ,  the incident and 
reflected fields must be known. Since the FDTD 
simulation calculates the total field, which is the 
sum of the incident and reflected waveforms, the 
incident field is obtained from a line of an infinite 
extent and is subtracted from the total waveform 
to yield the reflected field. 

10. 15. 20. 25. 

Frequency [ GHz] 
Figure 10. S-parameters of the extended rectangular via hole grounding case. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Two different full-wave electromagnetic tools 
(FEM and FDTD) are applied throughout this 
article for the characterization of various transi- 
tions. In general, the FEM requires a multiple 
solution process for each frequency point, while 
the FDTD needs only one sweep in the time 
domain to give the whole frequency spectrum 
accurately. However, the FDTD demands finer 
discretization and requires greater computational 
cost than the FEM. 

Microstrip-through-CPW 
Hermetic Transition 

For an effective transition through a cavity wall, 
the microstrip line can be gradually changed into 
a coplanar waveguide which extends beyond each 
face of the hermetic wall as shown in Figure 1. 
The employed section of the coplanar waveguide 
is back metallized by the ground of the microstrip 
line and gives rise to parallel plate waveguide 
modes, parasitic radiation, and unwanted reso- 
nances that occur within the range of the operat- 
ing frequencies. These resonances are pro- 
nounced when the structures are shielded, but are 
considerably damped when these transitions oper- 
ate in an open environment. 

To understand these effects, the hermetic tran- 
sition is studied in several steps. At first, a simple 
microstrip-through-CPW transition, operating in 
open environment, is analyzed using FDTD and 
compared with experiments to understand the 
parasitic effects such as radiation and resonances 
introduced by the CPW section. The transition 
structure is then placed inside a closed cavity and 
characterized by using the FEM and the FDTD. 
Because the side walls can affect the performance 
of the circuit, one needs to be very careful in the 
choice of cavity width. In this article, to examine 
the effect of the cavity width, two different cavity 
sizes are considered without changing the other 
geometrical factors. In addition, vertical wires, 
rectangular via holes, extended via holes, and 
PEC walls are used to connect the CPW ground 
planes with the CPW backside metallization to 
eliminate the excited waveguide mode type reso- 
nances and the effects of these connections on 
the original circuit are investigated. By doing this, 
the effects of the resonances due to the cavity 
and the waveguide-like section under the CPW 
section are closely examined. Finally, a hermetic 

wall is introduced to complete the transition ge- 
ometry. 

Open Transition through a CPW Section. To quan- 
tify the performance of the CPW section utilized 
in the transition, the microstrip-through CPW 
planar transition in an open environment without 
via holes (see Fig. 1) is studied first. The method 
used for the theoretical modeling is the FDTD 
technique with appropriate boundary conditions 
to absorb radiation. The study in this section has 
revealed that the transition itself introduces a 
resonance around 17 GHz with a very low Q due 
to high parasitic radiation. Furthermore, the same 
structure is measured experimentally using the 
8510 ANA and the Wiltron test fixture. The mea- 
surements are performed using a TRL de-embed- 
ding procedure and time domain gating is em- 
ployed to suppress multiple reflections due to the 
finite substrate. As shown in Figure 2, the overall 
agreement between the FDTD and experimental 
results is satisfactory. The discrepancy observed 
in the higher frequency end of the spectrum is 
due to the structural difference between the mod- 
eled and measured geometries. Specifically, the 
FDTD approximated the exact geometrical fac- 
tors of the transition to accommodate a uniform 
mesh and assumed an infinite substrate with the 
upper CPW ground and the lower conductor at 

Ground Plane 

A-A  Cut 

Figure 11. Geometry of the microstrip-through-CPW 
transition without hermetic wall: PEC wall grounding. 
W, = 2.034 mm and other geometric factors are identi- 
cal to the first example. 
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Figure 12. S-parameters of the PEC wall grounding case. 

exactly the same potential. However, in the exper- 
iment we had to use finite-sized substrate and, 
even further, the CPW ground planes and lower 
conductor were connected using conducting strips 
to provide the same potential. 

Closed Transition through a CPW Section. Follow- 
ing the treatment of the open transition, the same 
geometry is placed inside a metallic cavity and is 
characterized for two different cavity sizes. Figure 
3 shows the computed S-parameters for D = 2.26 
mm and 1.76 mm. As seen from the figures, the 
presence of the cavity, even though it is designed 
to be below cutoff at the frequencies of interest, 
drastically affects the performance by introducing 
high Q resonances. As expected [17-191, these 
resonances are shifted to higher frequencies as 
the cavity size decreases. For the case of D = 2.26 
mm, there are two resonances in &,I which are 
clearly observed at 21 GHz and around 9 GHz 
(not shown in the Fig. 3). These strong reso- 
nances are due to TE-like modes [38-401 excited 
in the region between the ground planes of the 
CPW section, its back metallization, and the side 
walls. Specifically, the resonance at 9 GHz corre- 
sponds to the TE,, mode of that waveguide-like 
section. The dips in lSlll around 15 GHz in Fig- 
ure 3 are due to the length of the narrow mi- 
crostrip line CW, in Fig. 1) as confirmed through 
another numerical experiment in Figure 4. That 
is, when the effective length of that section is 
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Figure 13. Geometry of the microstrip-through-CPW 
transition with hermetic wall on top of the extended 
PEC via grounding case. The width of the hermetic 
wall is 1.6 mm. W, = 0.48 mm, W, = 0.14 mm, W, = 0.2 
mm, W, = 1.6 mm, H ,  = H, = 0.635 mm, erl = 12.5, 
er2 = 2.3. 
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Frequency [GHz] 
Figure 14. Comparison of the S-parameters for the transition with hermetic wall on top 
and extended PEC via under the circuit plane. 

h,/2, total transmission can occur with the same 
input and output transmission lines as in our 
cases. Also, similar argument can be applied to 
the dips at 20 and 21 GHz in Figure 3 with the 
length of the CPW section. The return loss of 

case 1 is less than 10 dB in the frequency range of 
11 to 20 GHz showing a good transition perfor- 
mance. 

Theoretical data derived by the FEM and the 
FDTD method reveal the same resonances and 
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Frequency [GHz] 
S-uarameters for the transition with and without hermetic wall on top of the 

CPW section. Geometric factors: W, = 70 pm, W, = 30 pm, W, = 40 pm, W, = 300 pm, 
W, = 350 pm (refer to Fig. 2). The width and height of the dielectric brick under the PEC 
wall are 250 p m  and 100 pm, respectively. 
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indicate the need for a mechanism to suppress 
them. The next subsections will be devoted to the 
investigation of a variety of mechanisms needed 
to suppress the excitation of the parasitic wave- 
guide modes responsible for the previously ob- 
served resonances. 

Vertical Wire Grounding. As a first attempt to 
eliminate the effect of the excited waveguide 
modes under the CPW section, vertical wires are 
used to connect the CPW ground planes and the 
PEC back-metallization under the substrate as 
shown in Figure 5. On either side of the longitu- 
dinal symmetry plane, four wires (400 p m  apart) 
are inserted at a distance of 466 pm from the 
symmetry plane. These vertical wires are imple- 
mented as infinitely thin PEC wires for conve- 
nient numerical simulations. 

Figure 6 shows the scattering parameters com- 
puted by both FEM and FDTD. The results shown 
in the figure indicate that, in the low frequency 
region (up to 13 GHz), the transition circuit per- 
forms fairly well, while it degrades as the operat- 
ing frequency increases beyond 13 GHz. This 
degradation indicates that the wires play a role in 
increasing the resonance frequency, but do not 
suppress it completely. This is due to a wave- 
guide-type resonance (TE,,-like mode) which de- 
velops between the wires and the side walls under 
the CPW section. They will always exist in some 
form as long as there is an enclosure. 

Rectangular via Hole Grounding. In this subsec- 
tion, rectangular PEC via holes are used to con- 
nect the CPW ground planes to the bottom PEC 
surface (see Fig. 7). There are four via holes and 
the size of each via hole is 600 X 452 p m  and the 
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Figure 16. Geometry of the hermetic bead transition. W, = 0.55 mm, Wz = 0.21 mm, 
W, = 1.27 mm, W, = 2.225 mm, W, = 5.0 mm, H ,  = 0.635 mm, Hz = 4.0 mm, L ,  = 1.50 
mrn, L ,  = 0.40 mm, E, = 10.8. 
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height is 635 pm, which is the same as the 
substrate thickness. Also, the ground plane of the 
CPW is reduced to half of the original size. 

The calculated S-parameters are shown in Fig- 
ure 8. The overall frequency response of the 
structure is similar to the wire grounding case, 
but the resonant frequency is shifted to a further 
higher frequency region. This is due to the re- 
duced distance (W, + W, = 1.582 mm in Fig. 7) 
between the PEC via walls and the cavity side 
walls. Note that the aforementioned waveguide- 
like structure has incomplete side and top walls, 
as shown in Figure 8, and this explains the re- 
duced Q at the resonance of approximately 23 
GHz. 

Extended Rectangular via Hole Grounding. To 
avoid excitation of waveguide-like modes under 
the conductor-backed CPW section, extended via 
holes are placed under the CPW ground planes 
(see Fig. 9) and their effect is investigated. Analy- 
sis of this structure confirms that the extended 
rectangular via holes suppress unwanted reso- 
nances (Fig. 10). The field distribution around the 
transition region also verifies the suppression of 
the resonant field under the CPW ground pads. 
As shown in Figure 10, the overall return loss is 
improved by about 2 dB by extending the via 
holes while the performance of the transition 
structure degrades as frequency increases. Specif- 
ically, over 15 GHz, it has more than 10 dB return 
loss, The effect of the extended vias may be 
simulated by an array of vias. 

PEC Wall Grounding. In this subsection, the ef- 
fect of further extension of the via holes to form 
solid walls under the CPW ground pads is stud- 
ied. The schematic view is shown in Figure 11. 
Figure 12 shows the computed frequency re- 
sponse of the transition with solid walls under the 
CPW ground pads. As expected, the transition 
characteristics are improved over the previous 
structure with extended via holes. After the PEC 
walls are inserted, the resonance phenomenon 
vanished and the S, ,  decreased. In particular, in 
the high frequency region, the circuit perfor- 
mance with the solid PEC wall is improved by 2 
to 3 dB in return loss. 

Up to this point, the effects of the cavity size, 
vertical wires, and various shapes of via holes 
which connect the CPW ground to the PEC sur- 
face under the substrate have been examined. In 
the next subsection, the effect of the hermetic 
wall on top of the circuit is studied. 

Microstrip-through-CPW Transition with Hermetic 
Wall. In this subsection, the effect of the her- 
metic wall on the microstrip-through-CPW transi- 
tion with extended vias is investigated. The her- 
metic wall is formed by a ceramic material bonded 
on top of a metal plate which forms the upper 
part of the wall. Figure 13 shows the geometrical 
details of the hermetic transition structure with 
extended via holes. The height of the ceramic is 
equal to the substrate thickness while its relative 
dielectric constant is chosen to be erZ = 2.3, in 
contrast to the 12.5 of the substrate. From a 
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Figure S-parameters of the hermetic bead transition with square dielectric ring. 
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circuits point of view, the ceramic on top of the 
transmission line may alter the characteristic istic may be slightly affected. 
impedance of the line, and hence it may affect 
the resulting S-parameters. Since there is a con- 
ducting plane on top of the ceramic, the CPW 
with hermetic wall can be considered as an inho- 

mogeneously sandwiched CPW and its character- 

In Figure 14, the magnitude of the scattering 
parameters obtained using FEM and FDTD are 
compared. After placing the hermetic wall on top 
of the CPW section, the overall return loss has 
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increased by 2 to 3 dB while its frequency depen- 
dency has remained unchanged. In the whole 
frequency region considered, from 10 to 25 GHz, 
the return loss is less than -5 dB. However, in 
the low end of this frequency region, up to 13 
GHz, the return loss is less than -10 dB. The 
effect of the hermetic wall is small as expected 
from the field distribution in the CPW structure. 

W-Band Application of the Hermetic Transition. 
Based on the previous results, a transition from 
the microstrip-through-CPW section has been de- 
signed to investigate the possibility of using the 
hermetic wall transition in the W-band applica- 
tion. The hermetic wall is built on top of the 
CPW section of the microstrip-through-CPW 
transition and the width and thickness are chosen 
to be 250 pm and 100 pm, respectively, with a 
dielectric constant of 2.5. The S-parameters com- 
puted in the shielded environment using the FEM 
are shown in Figure 15. It is observed that the 
transitions with and without the hermetic wall 
show very similar characteristics. In particular, in 
the high frequency region, over 70 GHz, the 
transition reveals very good performance, having 
less than -20 dB of return loss. 

lnterchip Transition: Hermetic 
Bead Transition 
Square Dielectric Ring. Another type of commonly 
encountered feed-through, the hermetic bead 

transition structure, is analyzed in this subsection. 
As shown in Figure 16, a circular coaxial line is 
approximated with rectangular-shaped stripline 
and the dimensions are chosen to have 5 0 4  
characteristic impedance. Also, the dielectric con- 
stant of the ring is chosen as 10.8, which is the 
same as the substrate. The thickness of the her- 
metic wall and the air gap spacings are chosen as 
1.5 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. 

S-parameters computed using FEM and FDTD 
are shown in Figure 17. The hermetic bead transi- 
tion performs quite well in the low frequency end 
of the region, as expected, while the return loss 
degrades as frequency increases. To improve the 
performance of the transition and to provide use- 
ful design information, the air gap spacing (L,)  is 
varied from 0.4 mm to 0.1 mm. The computed 
S-parameters are shown in Figure 18 for three 
different cases. As we can observe, the overall 
transition performances are improved as the air 
gap spacing is decreased. Although the geometri- 
cal factors are not optimized for better transition 
characteristics, the overall performance of the 
circuit gives an essential understanding of the 
performance of this type of transition. 

CircuIar Dielectric Ring. For an investigation of 
the effect of the rectangular approximation of a 
circular ring, the hermetic bead transition with 
circular dielectric ring is studied in this subsec- 
tion. The radius of the circular ring is chosen as 
H ,  so that the circular ring is fit into the square 
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Figure 19. Comparison of the S-parameters of the hermetic bead transition with square 
and circular dielectric ring of radius H I .  
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hole. As shown in Figure 19, the performance of 
the circular ring is very similar to that of the 
square one except at the lower frequency region. 
The degraded performance of the circular ring is 
mainly due to the effect of the conductor placed 
closer than the square one. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The finite element method (FEM) and the finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) technique have 
been used to characterize the effect of the her- 
metic walls commonly encountered in MIC and 
MMIC packaging. The derived FEM and FDTD 
results, as well as measurement, agreed very well 
in low as well as high frequency regions. I t  was 
shown that the grounding structures (wires, vias, 
and PEC walls), which are placed under the CPW 
ground pads to equalize the potential between 
the ground planes on the upper and lower sur- 
faces, play a key role in the performance of this 
transition. The hermetic wall placed on top of the 
CPW transmission line section degrades the re- 
turn loss of the original circuit only by a couple of 
decibels. In addition, a hermetic bead transition 
structure was designed and analyzed for the circu- 
lar- and rectangular-shaped ring and the effect of 
air gap spacing was also studied. The perfor- 
mance of this transition was found to gradually 
degrade as frequency increased. 
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